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1 Introduction 
 

The Vale of White Horse is currently preparing an SPD for the West Way Shopping 

Centre. We have been instructed by the Vale of White Horse District Council to 

provide a Baseline Analysis and appraise 3 development options prepared by BDP. 

These development options are medium mixed use development, maximum 

intervention and a residential led scheme.  

 

The subject site is located off the West Way, close to the A34 trunk road, 

approximately 1.5 miles west of Oxford City Centre. Current occupiers include the 

Co-op Supermarket, Iceland, Lloyds Pharmacy and Lloyds TSB. The scheme is 

predominately occupied by local, independent retailers. 

 

The Baseline Analysis details the possible uses on site, with a particular focus on 

potential demand for the subject site. The retail has been analysed on the basis of 

the offer in the Vale of White Horse, Oxford City Centre and the retail warehousing in 

the area, these all being relevant as possible competition to this site and used as 

comparable information for the development appraisals. There is a section on the 

foodstore market and the changing nature of this sector, as well as the current 

coverage in Oxford.  

 

The hotel market analysis has highlighted possible demand for beds in this area, by 

investigating current supply in Oxford and requirements of hotel operators. The 

office market is showing increased demand but due to the low rentals achievable, 

makes this sector less viable. The leisure sector, including cinemas have also been 

analysed and have highlighted demand for this location of Oxford.  

 

Residential and student accommodation are likely to improve the viability of a 

scheme in this location. This was therefore analysed to establish possible demand 

and likely rental and sales values. In terms of residential, Botley was compared to 

Oxford and national averages. The possibility of post graduate/family student 

accommodation was also explored.  

 

The three development options that have been appraised have been compiled by 

BDP, with advice from consultants regarding demand and value. All of the options 

include a continued retail hub, with differing types of retail offer. Option one 

proposes only improvements to the existing accommodation and it has not been 

tested for viability. Option two and three see the retention of Elms Parade, while 

option four is a comprehensive redevelopment. Two of the options provide a mix of 

uses, while one development is predominately residential led.  
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2 Analysis of Land Uses 
 

The redevelopment of Botley  land uses for the subject site have been analysed by 

outlining the baseline analysis, an assessment of what makes land use for or less 

viable in this location and a conclusion of the suitability of this land use for the site.  

 

2.1 RETAIL 
 

2.1.1 Baseline Analysis 
 

Vale of Whitehorse 

 
Abingdon is the largest centre within the Vale of White Horse area with its main 

retail destination being Bury Street Shopping Centre. Bury street is predominantly 

occupied by national brands, these include: Boots, Clarks, Dorothy Perkins, Holland & 

Barrett, H. Samuel, New Look, Poundland and WHSmith. Bath Street also offers some 

retail, this is predominantly independent retailers and cafes. Stert Street, St Helens 

and High Street offer independent retailers. The total floor space of Abingdon was 

circa 31,521 sq metres in 2013. This figure includes the Fairacres Retail Park, which 

accounts for a large amount of this retail.  

Wantage, the second largest retail centre is also a historic market town situated to 

the south-west of Abingdon. The main shopping destinations in Wantage include 

Market Place, with Grove Street and Wallingford Street, with the majority being 

independent retailers. The estimated floor space in 2013 was 8,325 sq metres.  

Faringdon is smaller than Wantage, a small historic market town. The relatively small 

settlement does not offer much retail space. The retail consists of predominately 

independent retailers with a few nationals, including Boots. The retail floor space 

was circa 1,729 sq metres. 

 

Botley has the fourth largest number of retail units, but has the third largest amount 

of comparison goods sales floospace of 4,490 sq metres. A large proportion of the 

retail units are occupied by independents.  

 

The table below shows that Abington and Wantage town centres are the top of the 

retail hierarchy in the district.  

 
Source: VOWH Retail and Town Centre Study 2013 

 

Oxford City Centre 

 

Botley is located within close proximity of Oxford city centre, approximately 2 miles 

west. The retail offer of Oxford City Centre would therefore have an impact on the 

type of retail scheme that could be delivered in Botley. Oxford has remained fairly 

stable within PMA’s hierarchy of 200 PROMIS centres, falling by only six places to 25 

in 2005, to a position of 31 by 2015. Like many other centres, Oxford lost some mid-

market fashion retailers during 2007 – 2015 with Levi Strauss, Miss Selfridge, Faith 

and Kaliko all having left the city.  

 

There has been no significant new retail floorspace in the city centre since the 1980s. 

Given the protracted nature of the Westgate Centre project, the city centre has not 
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been able to fully capitalise on retailer interest and take advantage of the area’s 

inherent strengths.  

 

However, in early 2015, construction began on the refurbishment and extension of 

the Westgate Centre. The scheme will be extended to provide 805,000 sq ft of 

overall retail floorspace, including a 100,000 sq ft John Lewis department store and a 

Curzon cinema. The existing centre will also be refurbished. The development, which 

will be configured over two floors, is scheduled for completion by the end of 2017 & 

pre-lets have also been agreed with H&M, Superdry, Michael Kors, Schuh and 

Goldsmiths.  

 

Retail Warehousing 

 

Retail warehousing supply was estimated to be 1,156,000 sq ft ranking the city 50 of 

the PROMIS centres. Overall, provision per household of retail warehousing 

floorspace is below the PROMIS average.  

 

The table below demonstrates the high proportion of out of town fashion retailing. 

The market underrepresented in Oxford is DIY, but these retailers are downsizing 

rather than acquiring new space.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Oxford Retail Park is considered to be the main open A1 retail park within Oxford. 

The park has a prominent location, situated approximately four miles south east of 

the city centre on the Eastern By-pass in Cowley. The development comprises five 

retail warehouses occupied by Next, Mothercare, Sports Direct, Boots and Marks & 

Spencer’s Simply Food.  

 

Botley Road is home to three of Oxford’s retail parks, as well as a number of 

freestanding stores. Botley Retail Park lies on the south side of Botley Road, one of 

the main routes into Oxford city centre. It consists of a terrace of four units created 

from the subdivision of a former Courts store in 2006, now occupied by Maplin, 

Multiyork, Wren Kitchens and Pets at Home. Harveys and Currys also trade from the 

park. The park is connected to a cluster of units under separate ownership, referred 

to simply as Botley Road. Wickes and Toys R Us trade from sizeable units alongside 

Argos Extra, Oak Furniture Land and Aldi.  

 

Meadowside Retail Park, completed in 2012, is situated near to the small clusters of 

retail warehousing just off Botley Road, next to Oatlands Road recreation ground. 

The park has open A1 consent and houses Dunelm Mill, Halfords and Hobbycraft. 

DFS and Carpetright operate from two solus stores on the same side of Botley Road.  

 

In 2014, a redevelopment of the former Habitat and Carpetright units at Seacourt 

Retail Park, at the junction of Botley Road (A420) and West Way (B4044), was 

completed allowing Decathlon, Sports Direct and Dreams to trade from the park. 

Homebase has continued to operate from this unit.  

 

The largest park in the area is Fairacres Retail Park situated on Nuffield Way, just off 

the A34 in Abingdon. Tenants include Pets at Home, Carpetright, Beales, Homebase 

and Dreams. Other tenants include B&M Bargains, Topps Tiles, Vineys and Anglia 

Home Furnishings. Tesco trade from a superstore adjacent to the park.  

 

Independent Retailers 

West Way is currently occupied by a high percentage of independent retailers. These 

retailers, while performing a useful function, are not able to pay a similar rent to 
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national brands and do not offer as strong a covenant to investors, therefore 

impacting on the yield achievable for the end sale.  

 

2.1.2 Land Use Viability  
 

The rents achievable on the scheme will depend on the extent of the redevelopment 

of the retail components and the types of retailers secured for the site, i.e. a 

continuation of independent retailers vs national brands. The rents will also affect 

the preferred direction for the scheme, for example fashion based retailing will 

provide higher rents compared to a lifestyle focus.  

 

The most viable retail on site will see the introduction of national brands to ensure 

the financial viability and deliverability of the scheme. Without national brands, a 

developer would not deliver the scheme as smaller retailers would not be able to pay 

a similar rental figure and the end investment would be significantly lower due to 

weaker covenant strength.  

 

2.1.3 Suitability on the Subject Site 
 
An element of retail is vital to maintain Botley town centre. The form of retail will be 
larger in nature than is current form to ensure it is suited towards modern retailing 
requirements required by national retailers. The attracting of national retailers will 
enable the development to be financially viable and therefore deliverable.  

 

The overall retail offer of West Way Shopping Centre should be improved to provide 

modern retailing space suited to national retailers. The size and form of the new 

retail will be dependent on demand from retailers.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2 FOODSTORES 
 

2.2.1 Baseline Analysis 
 

The struggling foodstore market has been well documented. There have been a 

number of large retailers disposing of development sites/stores, particularly large 

format stores. There has been a growing trend of online shopping and more 

convenience based food shopping which has had a significant impact on the viability 

of superstores. The map in appendix 1 shows the foodstores located within Oxford 

and the surrounds.  

 

The Oxford market is well covered by a number of supermarkets, including 

Sainsbury’s and Tesco. Waitrose has recently commenced construction of their 

Botley Road store; of the discount retailers, Aldi have a store located in close 

proximity. 
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The graphs above show the superstore floor space in Oxford by retailer. The pie 

charts demonstrate that Asda and Morrison’s are underrepresented in Oxford 

compared to the PROMIS average, while Sainsbury’s and Waitrose are 

overrepresented in Oxford compared to the average city.  

 

2.2.2 Land Use Viability  
 
Foodstores help generate revenue for the development and will be one of the more 
viable components of the scheme. Despite the slowing of the foodstore market, 
there is still investment interest in supermarkets and continue to be an attractive 
investment. The nature and structure of the deal, as well as, the covenant strength 
will impact the viability of the foodstore. Securing pre-lets with all the key occupiers 
is vital to enable delivery of the scheme and is likely to be a fundamental 
requirement of a funder. 

 

 

 

2.2.3 Suitability on the Subject Site 
 
There is currently a Tesco and Co-op on site and an element of food store space 
should be reincorporated on site. Foodstores help to create footfall and enable the 
scheme to attract other retailers. The foodstore will also be of benefit to local 
residents and should therefore be maintained. Without the inclusion of a foodstore, 
unless there was an alternative anchor, the scheme would struggle to attract 
retailers and would be unviable.  
 

2.3 HOTEL 
 

2.3.1 Baseline Analysis 
 

The supply and pipeline of hotels in Oxford has been tabled in Appendix 3. As the 

data shows there is a limited supply of budget rooms for a market the size of Oxford. 

As examples, Premier Inn and Travelodge both have requirements for Oxford.  

 

Given the subject site location to the west of the city, it is likely a budget operator 

would be the most interested in the opportunity. The redevelopment of this site is 

unlikely to attract a boutique or luxury hotel given the location outside of Oxford and 

the surrounding uses such as a main road and retail parks.  

 
The hotel benefits from exposure to the main road and will benefits from access to 
car parking. This is likely to be more attractive to budget operators than a 4/5 star 
hotel group. The most deliverable hotel on this scheme would therefore a budget 
type hotel operator, due to the demand from hotel operators for this location. 

 

2.3.2 Land Use Viability  
 

The viability of the hotel will be dependent on the type of operator secured, a large 

national brand with a strong covenant will be considerably more valuable compared 

to an independent operator. A small operator would make the hotel element 

unviable due to its weak covenant and would attract limited investment interest.  
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A larger operator, with good covenant strength such as Premier Inn would mean 

potentially enable delivery of a hotel on site. The hotel will not make a considerable 

financial contribution to the redevelopment but will improve the footfall onsite, 

attracting other occupiers. The inclusion of a hotel also contributes to achieving a 

mixed use scheme.  

 

2.3.3 Suitability on the Subject Site 
 

A hotel use on site will help drive other components of the scheme through 

increased footfall, making it a suitable use on the subject site. Given the location of 

the site, the redevelopment is unlikely to be able to attract a boutique or luxury offer 

and is more likely to attract a budget operation given the demand from these 

occupiers.  

 

Premier Inn and Travelodge have both have a requirement for the outskirts of 

Oxford with good transport links. This site is likely to be of interest to both operators 

and will provide a return that will enable other components of the redevelopment.  

 

2.4 OFFICES 
 

2.4.1 Baseline Analysis 
 

The public sector accounts for a large proportion of employment in Oxford and is 

therefore a major office occupier. Other large office occupiers are biotech and 

research based businesses, publishing and law firms.   

 

The Oxford office market saw a rise in demand in 2014 with take up far surpassing 

2013 levels. The most recent short term take up trends (6 months to end Q1 2015) 

suggests that demand in Oxford totalled 174,000 sq ft, an increase of 50% from the 

previous 6 months.  

 

 
 

The graph above shows Oxford take up in comparison to similar office locations, 

including Reading and Swindon. Oxford’s office take up is significantly above those 

markets and the average for the UK.  

 

The most significant rental, in relation to the subject site was the Midland House, 

West Way to Darby’s Solicitors of 16,400 sq ft on a 17 years lease.  

 

EGI has estimated the availability of offices in Oxford, including under construction 

and due to complete within the next 6 months, to have fallen by -8% to a total of 

304,000 sq ft over the year Q4 2014.  

 

Oxford has an estimated office stock of 6.1 million sq ft for 2014. This does include 

business and science parks, such as the Abingdon Business Park, Abingdon Science 

Park, Milton Park and Oxford Spires Business Park.  
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The graph above shows the limited pipeline of office development in Oxford 

compared to Reading, Swindon and the office average.  

 

Option 2 and 3 both have a component of office space of 800 sq metres which feels 

appropriate for the location.  

 

Botley is a local office centre but the accommodation is generally secondary and 

somewhat aged space. New office provision is likely to be below breakeven. 

 

2.4.2 Land Use Viability  
 

Botley is not a prime office location and is unlikely to demand a strong rental. The 

cost to construct an office scheme now will not be recouped by the rental figures 

achievable. The land use value will as a result be break even at best. The inclusion of 

any office provision will not be a financial decision, rather, the desire to provide a 

mixed use scheme. Other uses delivered in the development will need to provide a 

return substantive enough to cover the cost of any office provision.  

 

 

 

2.4.3 Suitability on the Subject Site 
 

The delivery of office space on the site will provide limited value to the scheme and 

the suitability of the land use will be based on the development of a mixed use 

scheme rather than suitability from a financial prospective. 

 

2.5 LEISURE  
 

2.5.1 Baseline Analysis 
 

The leisure market has been growing for the last few years and has attracted 

considerable investment of late. With the increase in online shopping and declining 

number of visitors to physical retail stores, there has been an increase in awareness 

of creating a destination. This often is achieved through a component of leisure, be it 

a cinema or A3 (restaurants and cafes).  

 

According to Goad Centre Reports, the average proportion of floorspace dedicated 

to leisure uses (namely A3-A5) within centres across the UK has increased from 

9.52% in 2008 to 11.63% in 2013; whilst the average proportion of such units has 

increased from 14.82% to 16.34% over the same period. 

 

The health and fitness market is also an increasingly important retail centre use, 

helping to generate footfall for other uses. The no-contract, budget operators (such 

as Pure Gym, The Gym Group and easyGym) are performing particularly well. 

However, the economic downturn and the squeeze on disposable incomes has 

affected the established multiple operators; most notably Fitness First, which has 

been forced to close a number of health and fitness clubs as a result of falling 

revenues.  

 

There is considerable interest from restaurants for units within schemes located 

close to another leisure offer, such as a cinema. There is a large pool of operators 

who are likely to be interested in the redevelopment of West Way. The inclusion of 

restaurants into schemes is an increasingly profitable component of many schemes.  
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There are two leisure parks in Oxford, The Ozone Leisure Park and the former Oxford 

Castle site on New Road. The Ozone Leisure Park is situated to the south of Oxford 

city centre next to Oxford Football Club stadium, benefitting from the proximity of 

the A34. A Bowlplex, Vue Multiplex, Holiday Inn and Gala Bingo, along with several 

A3 operators.  

 

The former Oxford Castle site on New Road is a 106,000 sq ft leisure development, 

completed in 2005. The scheme is anchored by a Malmaison Hotel, whilst 

restaurants include La Tasca, Slug & Lettuce, Pizza Express and Prezzo.  

 

The two cinemas currently in operation in the City are both Odeon’s and a Curzon 

Cinema is going into the Westgate extension. A component of leisure is vital to the 

subject scheme and should include a cinema and A3 units (restaurants and cafes) to 

maximise and extend dwell time. The cinema will act as an anchor and would help 

secure tenants for the retail units. Without the leisure component the viability of the 

scheme would be significantly impacted.  

 

2.5.2 Land Use Viability  
 
The viability of the leisure elements of the scheme varies. The cinema is breakeven in 
this location, whereas the restaurants are viable components. The cinema is 
however required to attract the restaurants and retail units and without it they 
would not be attracted to the site. Cinemas create a significant amount of footfall, 
help to extend dwell time and overall hours of opening.  

 

Gyms are also good footfall drivers, but again are often delivered at breakeven 

rather than a viable use in its own right. There are likely to be a number of gym 

operators interested in the opportunity.  

 

2.5.3 Suitability on the Subject Site 
 

Leisure is increasingly important in retail led schemes to try to combat the negative 

effects of internet shopping, together with out of town retail parks. Leisure provides 

footfall which improves retail trading, as such, many retailers will not look at new 

sites without a leisure component. An element of leisure, namely a cinema, is 

therefore vital for the delivery of a scheme as it acts as an anchor to attract 

restaurants and retailers, without a cinema the scheme is likely to be undeliverable 

as a developer will struggle to secure other uses within the development. The 

restaurants are a significant element in their own right. The gym is also an important 

component for increasing footfall in the scheme and is a suitable use in the scheme.  

 

2.6 RESIDENTIAL  
 

2.6.1 Baseline Analysis 
 

Oxford Market 

In 2014, prime property prices in Oxford rose by 6.1% and between October and 

December the same year, average house prices rose by 1.8%. One of the key reasons 

for this is homebuyers relocating from outside of the city with 52% of property 

purchases in Oxford in 2014 coming from outside the city. Londoners relocating to 

Oxford was a major driver of this (brought about by strong transport links to 

London). 

 

Botley Market 

 OX2 OX National 

1 Bedroom £304,900 £211,600 £181,400 

2 Bedrooms £411,700 £271,300 £197,600 

3 Bedrooms £490,800 £320,100 £224,400 

4 Bedrooms £832,100 £506,900 £398,900 

Source: Mouseprices 

 

The residential market in Botley seems relatively strong. This can be seen by the 

higher values for all size properties in the OX2 postcode than the wider OX and 

national values. A majority of the residential properties in the area are whole houses 

or bungalows with only 13% of units being flats or apartments. The wider Oxford 

market also looks to be on the up as many purchases in and around the city are 

being made up by out of city buyers.  
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The heatmap indicates that values specific to Botley are predominantly £200,000- 

£250,000 with a few values pushing £500,000 to the West South-West.  

In regards to household types, 86% are whole houses or bungalows, with only 13% 

being made up by flats and apartments. Out of these whole houses and bungalows, 

43% are detached, 35% are semi-detached with 22% terraced. Out of the flats a vast 

majority are made up from a purpose built blocks with 13% and 5% being made up of 

a converted or shared house, or part of a commercial building respectively.  

 

Occupation Statistics 

Within the Vale of White Horse Local Authority, out of the inhabitants, 12.8% work 

as Managers, Directors and Senior Officials, 23.3% work in professional occupations, 

14.2% work in Associate professional and technical occupations, 10.9% work in 

administrative and secretarial occupations, 11% in skilled trade occupations, 8% in 

caring, leisure and other service occupations, 6.2% in sales and customer service, 

5.3% in process plant and machine operative with 8.5% in elementary occupations. 

 

Age Structure 

AGE VALE OF WHITE HORSE OXFORDSHIRE ENGLAND 

Age 0 to 4 6.1% 6.3% 6.3% 

Age 5 to 9 5.5% 5.5% 5.6% 

Age 10 to14 6.1% 5.7% 5.8% 

Age 15 to 17 3.9% 3.6% 3.7% 

Age 18 to 24 7.1% 10.2% 9.4% 

Age 25 to 29 5.8% 7.2% 6.9% 

Age 30 to 44 20% 20.7% 20.6% 

Age 45 to 59 20.9% 19.2% 19.4% 

Age 60 to 64 6.6% 5.8% 6% 

Age 65 to 74 9.4% 8.3% 8.6% 

Age 75 to 84 6.1% 5.3% 5.5% 

Age 85 + 2.5% 2.3% 2.3% 

Mean Age 40.8 38.9 39.3 

Median Age 41 38 39 

Source: ONS 

 
On average, the Vale of White Horse authority (in which Botley lies), has an older 

population than the wider Oxford and the national average. 45.5% of residents in the 

Vale of White Horse are aged 45 and over, but the demographic profile is younger 

the closer you get to Oxford.   

 

New Build Residential in Botley 
A development of 7, 2/1 bedroom flats located on Eynsham Rd, Botley is currently 

under construction and are due for completion in September 2015. The asking price 

for the 1 bed units are £220,000, with a £275,000-£300,000 asking price for the 2 

bed units. 

There is a small development of 5, 2 bedroom apartments with asking prices of circa 

£375,000 located on Cumnor Hill, Botley. 
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Using the recent decisions made on planning applications to the Vale of White Horse 

council, the most recent applications have been for developments of 2-4 storey 

buildings each containing 7, 2/1 bed apartments along with relevant access and 

parking for the units. These decisions are dated between February and July 2015. 

We would envisage the most appropriate form of residential development would 

comprise of 2 and 1 bedroom flats. We would expect very little demand for studio 

flats in this location.  

2.6.2 Land Use Viability  
 

The strong sales rates in Botley means the residential components of the scheme are 

financially viable and there is likely to be demand for units on the scheme. The 

residential component is one of the most viable components of the scheme and will 

need to be provided in order to deliver the elements of the scheme that are not as 

viable such as the hotel, cinema and any community facilities.  

 

2.6.3 Suitability on the Subject Site 
 

The provision of residential is a suitable use on site and there is likely to be 

significant demand for the units. The inclusion of residential units on site will help 

create a local community and increase footfall in the scheme.  

 

2.7 STUDENT ACCOMMODATION 
 

2.7.1 Baseline Analysis 
 

The student accommodation market has been strengthening over recent years, 

particularly those leased to Universities on a long term basis.  

 

In terms of the yield, this is totally dependent on the structure of the investment.  

“Direct let” product (where the owner of the scheme lets beds on yearly contracts 

direct to students) is of little interest to the annuity type funds due to the lack of 

security of income.  On the other hand, low yields are being achieved on long term 

annuity style leases (25 years plus) that are direct to the University, with index linked 

guaranteed uplifts.   

 

Postgraduate and Family Accommodation 

Postgraduate only accommodation is available at many universities across the 

country, however, these blocks of accommodation are limited in space and 

availability. This lack of availability means that many universities advise that 

postgraduates apply for undergraduate/ postgraduate mixed accommodation, where 

they try and group the postgraduates.  Oxford Brookes University hosts the Clive 

Booth Postgraduate Centre, which is a block of accommodation located near the 

Headington Campus which is dedicated to postgraduates and mature students. It 

includes 2-6 bed ensuite apartments with a total of 364 rooms. Despite this, demand 

is high and the block is full for the 2015/16 academic year. We would therefore 

envisage demand for postgraduate accommodation in Botley, which could create a 

viable option for development.  

 

Student accommodation for families is very limited in Oxford. If you are a single 

parent student or intend on living with a partner or children, you are advised to 

make your own accommodation arrangements in advance of your studies. This 

theme runs with many universities throughout the UK. Universities such as 

Manchester and Bristol offer very little in the way of family accommodation and like 

most universities, will offer advice on finding suitable accommodation close to their 

respective grounds. Leeds University, as an example, offers 150 ‘family properties’ 

specific to students who wish to live with a partner, and or, children. However, this is 

not one block of accommodation, these sites are spread across the city. Demand for 

these types of properties in Leeds can be seen to be high, as there is currently a 

waiting list to get one of the properties. 

 

2.7.2 Land Use Viability  
 

Student accommodation is one of the most viable uses on site and enables the wider 

development. The introduction of student accommodation, if pre-leased, reduces 

the risk for a developer and creates an attractive investment. The ability to lease a 

large component of the site, i.e. the student accommodation is highly attractive to 
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an investor as it decreases potential risk. The student accommodation in particular 

should be of scale as it is fundamental to the viability. This will help improve the 

viability of the scheme and without these elements there is unlikely to be investment 

in the scheme. 

 
If a student accommodation operator is secured at an early stage it removes the risk 
for the developer and therefore increases the potential of deliverability. The 
residential units have a higher degree of risk due to the timing of selling the units. A 
developer would therefore try to reduce risk and increase deliverability by providing 
student accommodation.  
 
We would envisage significant demand for the student accommodation from both 
students looking for a cheaper option in comparison to the city centre and in turn 
from student accommodation operators. We would recommend any scheme 
proposed on site should include an element of student accommodation to ensure 
viability and therefore deliverability. 

 

2.7.3 Suitability on the Subject Site 
 

The scheme includes student accommodation, which is likely to be a key attractor to 

the site and improves the viability of the development option. The inclusion of 

student accommodation will help improve footfall and the creation of a community, 

if delivered alongside residential units.  

 

2.8 COMMUNITY FACILITIES 
 

2.8.1 Baseline Analysis 
 

Within Botley, there is one library currently open to the public. This is Botley Library, 

currently located at Elms Court. There are a couple of community centres located in 

the surrounding area. West Oxford Community Centre is located on Botley Road and 

is run by a small local charity which provides a range of recreational, welfare and 

educational opportunities to the local community. Dean Court Community Centre is 

run by a similar, non-profit organisation and is situated at Pinnocks Way. This centre 

is there to host events for the community as well as provide a meeting point and a 

place for activities for the local community. There are a scattering of nurseries in 

Botley and the surrounding area. The closet of which being Elms Road Children’s 

Centre which is located on Elms Road, adjacent to Botley Primary School. Most of 

these nurseries are non-profit and provide day childcare for families. 

 

2.8.2 Land Use Viability  
 

Community facilities, including libraries, are a cost to a development and do not 

provide any financial value, but they obviously provide a significant ‘indirect’ benefit 

through the creation of additional footfall. In order to deliver community facilities, 

there needs to be enough commercial value generated from other parts of a 

development to bear the cost of providing these facilities. The ability to provide 

community uses on site will be determined by the profit the site delivers, as such the 

rest of the redevelopment will need to maximise commercial value in order to 

warrant the cost of providing these.  

 

2.8.3 Suitability on the Subject Site 
 

The community facilities would not create any financial benefit to the scheme but 

would help in the creation of a community and provide a facility for local residents. 

There will need to be sufficient profit generated in other elements of the scheme to 

ensure the deliverability of these elements.   

 

2.9 SUMMARY OF USES AND VIABILITY  
 

We have colour coded the different components of the site to show which uses are 

viable, which break even and what components are unviable in isolation, all on the 

basis this schemes location. In order to deliver a scheme, the mix of uses will need to 

include those uses that are viable.  

 

The most viable uses are the foodstore, student accommodation, national retailers, 

residential and restaurants. These components will help deliver those uses that are 
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not as viable or are pure costs. These uses include the hotel, gym, cinema, offices, 

independent retailers (if retained) and community facilities.  

 

Pure Cost Unviable in 
Isolation 

Breakeven Viable 

Community Uses Independent Retail Hotel Foodstore 

 Offices Cinema* Student Accommodation 

  Gym National Retailers 

   Residential 

   Restaurants 
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3 Development Option Analysis 
 

The assumptions detailed below are provided on the basis that the scheme brought 

forward is commercially sound, including an efficient design that has been market 

tested and demonstrated to be in demand. We have assessed the schemes as an 

overview, not taking into consideration specific designs, i.e. investigating the impact 

on rentals of retail unit sizes. Our commentary of viability and deliverability 

essentially relates not to these indicative figures but the concept to attract occupiers 

and hence developers and investor commitment.  

 

As instructed, we have not assessed the Existing Use Value (EUV) of the project area. 

The land value produced for each redevelopment option will need to be reviewed in 

conjunction with the existing use value as only those options which have a residual 

development value above EUV would be viable.  

 

Previous public consultation had identified of the four development options 

produced by BDP, Option1 a minimal redevelopment of the site was not desirable.  

As instructed, we have therefore only appraised Option2, 3 and 4.   

 

3.1 OPTION TWO – MEDIUM MIXED USE 
 

Option two is a medium density, mixed use development. The uses on site include 

retail, foodstore, cinema, residential, student accommodation, hotel, offices, 

community uses and surface car park. In this option Elms Parade is retained, along 

with the Barclays building adjacent to St Peter and St Paul’s church.  

 
 

 

Deliverability 

We are of the opinion option 2 is likely to be the most deliverable scheme given the 

mix of uses, including the more viable residential and student accommodation. We 

would envisage significant demand for the student accommodation. We would 

recommend any scheme proposed on site should include an element of student 

accommodation to ensure viability and therefore deliverability.  

 

If a student accommodation operator is secured at an early stage it removes the risk 

for the developer and therefore increases the potential of deliverability. The 

residential units have a higher degree of risk due to the timing of selling the units. A 

developer would therefore try to reduce risk and increase deliverability by providing 

student accommodation.  

 

The retail form south of Elms Parade is larger in nature than currently on site, which 

is more suited towards modern retailing requirements. This is required to enable the 

development to be financially viable and therefore deliverable. There is potential to 

increase the density of Option2, which would improve the viability and deliverability 

of the scheme.  
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Impact on Retained Users 

 

Option 2 retains a component of the existing retail at Elms Parade which will ensure 

the continuation of the independent retailers. The overall retail offer of West Way 

Shopping Centre is improved to provide modern retailing space suited to national 

retailers. The size and form of the new retail is likely to reduce the impact of the 

redevelopment on Elms Parade as the retailer offer will be different.  

 

Ability to attract Investment 

 

The ability of the scheme to attract development investment will be dependent on 

the ability to lease the retail and restaurant units, hotel and student 

accommodation. It is likely the developer will want to pre-lease some of the 

elements of the scheme prior to commencing the development and obtaining 

finance. The ability to lease a large component of the site, i.e. the student 

accommodation is highly attractive to an investor as it decreases potential risk. 

 

Ability to attract Occupiers 

 

The retail units are of an appropriate size to attract multiple retailers to the scheme. 

The restaurant/A3, while in close proximity to the cinema, might prefer to be 

surrounding the cinema entrance. Discussions with operators will determine if the 

scheme needs to be revised. Elms Parade will continue to be operated by 

independent retailers and is unlikely to attract any national brands in its current 

form.  

 

There has been shown to be demand from budget hotels for Oxford and they have 

previously shown interest in the site. The hotel operators might prefer main road 

exposure and more convenient access to the car park.  
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3.2 OPTION THREE – RESIDENTIAL LED 
 

Option 3 is a residential led development, providing upgraded town centre uses and 

foodstore in the north eastern part of the site. The scheme continues Botley’s role as 

a Local Centre, while introducing some larger units. Given the limited retail space 

and smaller units we would envisage lower rental figures for the retail components 

in comparison to the other 2 options.  

 

The scheme has the least mix of uses and does not include student accommodation, 

which is a key driver to viability. This option also does not include a cinema which 

will significantly impact the ability to lease the retail components of the scheme as 

the cinema would act as a key footfall driving to the scheme. This will also impact the 

schemes ability to attract restaurants to the site. The inclusion of leisure to the 

scheme would help create a more vibrant destination.  

 
 

 

 

 

Deliverability 

 

Option 3 consists of 2 foodstores, which could impact the deliverability of the 

scheme if occupiers are not secured. The supermarket operators have seen a 

significant downturn and move away from large format stores.  

 

The compromised nature of the retail units, due to their size, configuration close to 

non-retail uses and the lack of leisure facilities, the retail will demand lower rental 

figures compared to Option 2 and 4. This could impact the deliverability of the 

scheme.  

 

Impact on retained Users 

 

The scheme will impact the retained users as there will be an introduction of new 

retail to the scheme. The smaller units are more likely to be occupied by retailers 

that could compete with the existing independent retailers.  

 

 

Ability to attract Investment 

 

There are more viability concerns with this scheme given the compromised retail 

design. It is therefore likely to attract less investment opportunities in comparison to 

the other two schemes. There is likely to be of concern from investors regarding the 

ability to lease some of the components of the site, such as the 2 foodstores.  

 

There are concerns regarding the ability to provide enough car parking on site, 

particularly for the residential components. The residential units on site however are 

separated from the other components of the site, which will be more attractive to 

end purchasers.  
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Ability to attract Occupiers 

 

The retail ‘strip’ is negatively affected by the inclusion of community uses, by 

reducing the quantum of retail. While community uses can increase footfall, retailers 

benefit from a high quantum of retailers around them. The retail units are also 

smaller on the northern side of the retail strip which are likely to be difficult to lease.  

 

Option 2 comprises of two foodstores, one to the north east and one south west. 

There might be issues leasing two foodstores, particularly as the north eastern 

supermarket does not have any surface car parking. The inclusion of two foodstores 

might also impact the rental.  

 

The hotel benefits from exposure to the main road and benefits from access to the 

car parking. This is likely to be more attractive to occupiers compared to Option 2.  

 

Option 3 does not include a cinema, which would impact the ability to attract any 

restaurants to the scheme. The limited amount of leisure components on site, 

coupled with the community uses breaking up the retail will have a significant impact 

on the ability to attract retailers.  
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3.3 OPTION FOUR – MAXIMUM INTERVENTION  
 

Option four has the highest density and involves the maximum intervention as it 

shows the Elm Parade site also redeveloped. The mixed use scheme includes the 

highest density of retail, foodstore and cinema. There is a mix of surface car parking 

and decked car parking. There are considerable community uses on the scheme, 

including the demolition of Barclays for the library. This amount of intervention is 

likely to have high compensation costs, which have not been factored into our 

appraisal.  

 

 
Deliverability 

 

The scheme includes student accommodation, which is likely to be a key attractor to 

the site and improves the viability of the development option. There is also a 

component of residential to the west of the site, separated from the retail 

components. This position is likely to be attractive to developers due to the 

attractiveness to end purchasers.  

 

The retail offer of Option 4 might be harder to lease, due to the size and depth of 

units, the northern units are outward facing and broken up by 

community/residential uses. The ability to lease these units will affect the 

deliverability of this development option.  

 

The demolition of the Barclays bank for the provision of the library will have a 

substantial cost, while not providing any financial value. The compensation for the 

removal of Barclays could be considerable. This component of the scheme is not 

deliverable and we would encourage the library to be provided elsewhere on the 

scheme that can be funded by the introduction of additional value. The demolition 

and removal of Barclays would only be viable if there was a financial benefit to do so.  

 

Impact on retained Users 

 

There is very little current users retained in option four as the scheme completely 

removes all existing retailers. This could have an impact on the viability of the 

scheme if there is considerable compensation payable, it will also have the most 

local contention, as there is local support for the retention of the retail parade.  

 

Ability to attract Occupiers 

The retail components of Option 4 are likely to have lower demand given the depth 

of the units and the northern units having no frontage into the scheme. This is likely 

to impact the viability of this option. The ‘breaking up’ of the retail uses on the West 

Way, with residential access points and community uses will reduce the footfall, 

further impacting the rent achievable and demand for these units.  

 

The restaurants for the scheme surround the cinema entrance which will be 

attractive to these occupiers, particularly given the easy access to the decked car 

park. The foodstore is located to the rear of the scheme, but should still benefit from 

some sight line from West Way. The footsore is a suitable size for the current 

requirement of food store operators.  

 

The hotel benefits from corner exposure but is some distance from the car parking. 

The café and restaurants below will make the overall offer attractive.  
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4 Phasing  
 

The subject scheme is unlikely to be phased given that it would be difficult to break 

up the retail. The only part of the site that might be a later phase would be the 

community/residential area to the west. This could not be delivered first as there is 

no return from the community centre and the developer would need some of the 

income generated to fund the next phase.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The western part of the site could 

be developed after the main phase 

The retail components of the site could not be phased 

and would need to be delivered as one. It would 

therefore not be possible to phase this portion of the 

site 
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5 Summary  
 

From a high level perspective, demand still exists from the key occupier markets 

including foodstores and cinemas although the foodstore operators are scaling back 

the size of stores they are currently looking to take, making a move away from the 

extra-large store format. The student accommodation market has been 

strengthening and performing well over the last few years. This market is however 

very specific to the town or city the scheme is located in and the nature of demand 

from the Universities and private student accommodation operators. Private student 

accommodation operators are likely to be the most interested in taking new space in 

Botley due to the West Way site being located close to Oxford Brookes’ Harcourt Hill 

campus.  

 
The Baseline Analysis has shown demand for the following uses on site: 

 Budget operated hotel 

 Retail – larger format for multiple retailers 

 Cinema with restaurants alongside 

 Residential – 2-1 bedroom units 

 Student Accommodation 
 
The hotel will not add significant value to viability of the scheme but will add to the 
mix of uses and will help increase the footfall. Likewise, the cinema does not 
contribute significantly to the financial viability of the scheme but the provision 
enables the developer to secure other occupiers, such as retailers and restaurants. 
These are important when creating a development with longevity.  
 
The student accommodation and residential components of the scheme are the 
most viable uses on site and enable the wider development. The introduction of 
student accommodation, if pre-leased, reduces the risk for a developer and creates 
an attractive investment.  
 
 
 
 

 
Most Appropriate form of Development 
 
The development options created by BDP have been analysed and financially 
appraised. As a result, the best form of development will present itself in the form of 
Option 2, which includes larger retail units, while retaining the local centre character 
of Elms Parade. The position of the foodstore is appropriate as it draws people 
through the scheme, the surface car parking is also in the correct position to secure a 
foodstore operator. 
 
The scheme should include a high density of residential and student accommodation, 
to a similar level of Option 4. The student accommodation in particular should be of 
scale as it is fundamental to the viability. This will help improve the viability of the 
scheme and without these elements there is unlikely to be investment into the 
scheme.  
 
Due to the foodstore and the student accommodation making up the majority of the 
income the demand for these uses is critical along with the nature and structure of 
the deal that is agreed with the leaseholder as well as the covenant strength. 
Securing pre-lets with all the key occupiers is vital to enable delivery of the scheme 
and is likely to be a fundamental requirement of a funder. 
 
The most viable option is to maintain the Barclays building if there is no other use 
apart from community uses, unless it can be established that demolition costs and 
compensation costs are lower than assumed.  
 
Importance of Anchors 
 
The cinema and foodstore are essential anchors that are required to attract other 
retailers and uses. Without the inclusion of these uses the scheme will struggle to 
attract the required retailers and restaurants. The restaurant units need to be 
developed within close proximity to the cinema to ensure maximum value and 
demand.  
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Appendix 1: Foodstores in Oxford 
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Appendix 2: Hotel Market (AM:PM Report) 
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Appendix 3 – Development Options 
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Appendix 4: Cinemas in Oxford 

 
 


